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“

R.Bray
Richard Bray
Editor

“

would like to start off by saying a very happy new year to all the readers, followers and blog 
viewers of Ceiga, you guys have really helped boost the level of popularity of the magazine 
and also introduced me to some amazing pieces of work.

Secondly I would like to mention one big change that will happen to the magazine from this 
issue onwards. Unfortunately the magazine will no longer be released every two months due 
to the time consuming nature of putting one of these issue together, and a shift in interests on 
my part. However, for you lovers of the blog out there this will still be regularly updated and 
maintained. Alright now that the bad news is out of the way let’s talk about this issue.

Going to work in the city has revealed to me the somewhat monotonous daily routine many people adopt 
(myself included) to make a living. This issue conveniently name, ‘Daily Routine’ explores some of the most 
common aspects of the routine in an artistic way. 

Although this routine may seem mundane and repetitive, it still reveals the occasional speck of artistic beauty  
which I hope this issue exposes to those who read it.

I hope you enjoy these images and much as I have.

The secret of your future is 
hidden in your daily routine. 

- Mike Murdock 

I

EDITOR’S LETTER

“As a child my family’s menu 
consisted of two choices: 

take it or leave it.”

- Buddy Hackett 

Ladies and gentlemen, boys and girls, it’s that time of year when a new issue of Ceiga is released. 

Gone (sadly) is the bi-monthly release schedule and gone are the names on the months on the 

cover. Welcome to a new more minimal, unscheduled Ceiga and brace yourselves for more 

incrememntal changes in the future.

Now to talk about the theme of this issue, ‘Child’s Play’. As well as being the name of an American 

charity the theme of this issue was mostly insired by an image I saw on cgsociety by [Insert Artist 

Name here] which I will talk more about in the ‘On The Front’ section. 

As you will find going through the issue it was fairly difficult to find images asscociated with Child 

Play so improvisations were made, nevertheless there’s stil some amazing work from some very 

talened artists in this issue so I hope you enjoy looking at it as much as i enjoyed making it.
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On The

Front
‘Time is passing by...’  by Christian Rambow (art-3d.com).  

Modelled in Cinema4D ,sculpted with Zbrush.

This issue is very special to me as it is the only issue I have created where I had no idea what 
to put on the front cover. During my search for a clock, watch or anyhting that symbolised 
time, I stumbled accross this image by Christian Rambow on 3Dtotal.com and my jaw hit the 
keyboard. 

Everything about this image is perfect for the front cover. The skinny tired looking white male 
symbolises the average working person, the wind-up key on his back symbolises the alarm 
clock that wakes him up to start his routine, and the metal clock hius is standing on symbolizes 
his routine.

The gloomy background and dreary colours also add to the monotony of the Daily Routine 
this issue is referring to. Absolutely perfect, it’s almost as if Christian knew I was going to 
make this issue when he created the image.

‘Level 10’ by Toni Bratincevic (interstation3d.com). 

Modelled in 3ds Max, sculpted with ZBrush.

This is probably the first issue of Ceiga where the theme has been inspired by an image 
(usually it’s the other way round). ‘Level 10’ by Toni Bratincevic is literally ‘Child’s Play’ 
in image form. The wide smile on the childs face, his head leaned back swingin on his 
chair, the amazing use of colour, lights and rendering really add to the theme and I can’t 
help but smile all the time I see it. 

I’m sure Bratincevic was remembering his youth as he created this, on further inspection 
of the image there are a few opjects which might hold some sentrmrntal value such as the 
tetris blocks and the steampunk objects, or these objects were just placed there randomly 
but I highly doubt it. Also I have no idea what game the child has reached level 10 on Tetris 
which I didn’t even know went up in levels. Maybe I haven’t got that far. 

Anyway, this is a fantastic image and I’m honourd that it’s gracing the front cover of this 
issue.





Toys



Merry Christmas
Image by Andreas Böhler. Software used 3ds Max and V-Ray. Artist website andreas-boehler.de



Orange Ô Desespoir
Image by Anders Ehrenborg. Software used 3ds Max, ZBrush and V-Ray. Artist website andersehrenborg.com



Pet monster Figurine ‘Pipsquid’
Image by Andreas Böhler. Software used 3ds Max and V-Ray. Artist website andreas-boehler.de



Sun and pony wonderful day
Image by Viktor Buchinskiy. Software used 3ds Max, ZBrush. Artist website pirfe.ru



Takobot Bird
Image by Xavier Vallet. Creative direction from Takobot Media. 

Software used 3ds Max and V-Ray. Artist website xaviervallet.cgsociety.org



Wood toy
Image by Luis Lopes. Software used Lightwave 3D. Artist website luismglopes.daportfolio.com



Yo Sushi Concept
Image by Tom Buch. Software used CINEMA 4D. Artist website tomalexbuch.com



Yogurt Island
Image by Davide Weber. Software used Maya, Mudbox. Artist website thinkyogurt.it





What’s So 
Funny



The Shooter
Image by Tiago Hoisel. Software used 3ds Max and ZBrush Artist website tiagohoisel.blogspot.com.br



Frozen Frame
Image by Guillermo Soria(exododw.com), Omar Sealtiel (omarsealtiel.blogspot.mx) and Salvador 

Ramirez(reevolver.deviantart.com).  Software used 3ds max, Vray.



Hellen
Image by Rodrigo Banzato. Software used 3ds Max. Artist website rodrigobanzato.com



Fafal
Image by Mohsen Fallah. Software used Maya, BodyPaint, ZBrush. Artist website mohsen-fallah.cgsociety.org



Bonnny
Image by Peyman Mokaram. Software used Maya, ZBrush. Artist website hit-fx.com



Igloo
Image by Matt Roussel. 

Software used CINEMA 4D. 

Artist website mattroussel.com





School



Art Class
Image by Robert Craig. Software used Maya. Artist website bob1982.cgsociety.org



Children-Playground
Image by Adeel Hameed. Software used 3ds Max. Artist website cargocollective.com/adeelhameed29



Teacher’s Nightmare
Image by Omer Messler (omermessler.com) & Adi Cohen (adi-cohen.com). Software used 3ds Max.



D10studio 2 Years
Image by D10Studio. Software used Blender, Lightwave 3D, Maya. Artist website d10studio.com.mx



GDR Classroom
Image by Stefan Haberkorn. Software used CINEMA 4D VRay. Artist website vi-3d.de



KINDERGARTEN
Image by Xzent Design Studio. Software used 3ds Max. Artist website xzent.in





What’s on 
TV



A Simple Kiss
Image by Amin Faramarzian. Software used Maya and Mental Ray. Artist website aminfara.blogspot.com



Dr. Cedric Talon
Image by Jan Jinda. Software used ZBrush. Artist website janjinda.com



Flirt
Image by Philip Herman. Software used 3ds Max, ZBrush. Artist website philip-art.com



Happy Cow
Image by Hamed Katebi. Software used 3ds Max, ZBrush. Artist website irananimator.cgsociety.org



Jealousy
Image by Ehsan Hassani Moghaddam. Software used Maya, XSI, ZBrush. Artist website ehsanhm.wordpress.com



Jean Grey
Image by Gahpe. 

Software used Softimage, ZBrush. 

Artist website gabhpe.wix.com\portifolio



The Emperor
Image by Panos Heliotis. Software used Modo, ZBrush. Artist website panosheliotis.cghub.com



Will You Be My Valentine
Image by Raorohith. Software used Maya, ZBrush. Artist website raorohith.daportfolio.com





Weird



Hellboy vs Zombie
Image by Alexandria Condon. Concept art by Dela Longfish.

 Software used Modo, ZBrush. Artist website alexcon.cgsociety.org



Little Mice Master
Image by Seid Tursic. Software used 3ds Max, ZBrush. Artist website seid.cgsociety.org



Micro Elephant
Image by Miguel Angel Lopez Estañol. Software used 3ds Max, VRay, ZBrush. Artist website ibidefieit.deviantart.com



Mr. S
Image by Ruslan ‘ars’ Anisimov. Software used ZBrush. Artist website ars1024.blogspot.com



Stupid!
Image by Joel Bernt Sundberg. Software used Nuke, ZBrush. Artist website jobesu.se



The new volkswagen beetle.. Greener than ever.

Image by Rogier Vogels. Software used CINEMA 4D. Artist website rogiervogels.nl



Underwater Angel
Image by Amin Faramarzian. Software used Maya. Artist website aminfara.blogspot.com



Willie & Wanda
Image by Jeremie Louvaert. Software used Digital Fusion, Modo, ZBrush. Artist website creative.be





Teodoru 
Badiu

Software used Modo. Artist website theodoru.com
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